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" The second class is disappearance due to guilt.
Jones, whose case we were discussing just now, is a
sufficient example of this. The third class is due to
psychological causes. Worry, loss of memory, mental
aberration, A man may wander away from home with
no fixed purpose in his mind. And the fourth class is
deliberate disappearance, due to dissatisfaction with a
man's existing environment. A desire to make a clean
cut from the past, in fact/'
Faversham nodded approvingly. *' You couldn't have
expressed it better, Priestley!" he exclaimed. "Now,
L think the Superintendent will agree that in the great
majority of cases disappearance is only temporary, so
iar as {Jie first three cases are concerned. A body, or
some portion of it, rarely remains for long undiscovered.
The police, I still maintain, if they are aware of the
identity of a criminal, must rarely fail to run him to
earth. A man who wanders from home with no fixed
purpose is bound to be traced before very long.
" All these classes come within my definition of ordin-
ary circumstances. But, in the fourth class, the man
creates the circumstances for himself, and can thus en-
sure that his self-effacement shall be permanent. He
makes his preparations in advance. He supplies him-
self with funds* He prepares a disguise-—! don't, of
course, mean a false nose and sicle-whiskers. His dis-
guise will consist of an alteration in appearance, clothes
and habits.
" Let me give you an example, Mr. Hanslet. I walk
out of here to-night, and don't turn up at my flat. After
a bit, the usual description is circulated and broadcast,
without result. What ha% happened? Why, simply
this- I have dyed my hair red, and grown a beard and
mcwistache, also gracefully tinted the same colour. I
have arrayed myself in kilt and tam-o'-shanter, and
opened a second-hand book-shop in Peebles. And even

